ACHIEVE YOUR NEXT
LEVEL OF SUCCESS
BY DOING LESS
Unwind the Mind and Create Your Most Fulfilling Life

The amped and ramped, racked and stacked, more is
better, instant gratification lifestyle is pushing us into
the comparative narrative. We are living for the
future and missing the opportunities of the NOW.
Lindy Lewis is the Type-A-All-Day gal, who climbed to the echelon of
success at the top of the corporate ladder, all while being diagnosed
with MS, and raising 3 small children alone. Lindy is an authentic
Recovering Alpha Female, who has achieved the next level of success
and now inspires health and Grace as a lifestyle.
An expert in finding meaning and self-worth outside of our taskoriented successes, Lindy Lewis founded her company, Let Your Color
Out, to empower the ‘Type-A-All-Day’ person to listen to the whispers
of the heart, and to learn to pursue passion and purpose. Lindy is a
power-house speaker who offers transformational presentations at
conferences, in classrooms, and in meetings, as well as, offering group
workshops helping the alpha natured to slow and temper the
conversations with self. Through her personal work, her nonprofit, and
her family life, Lindy has honed her craft offering a pivotal collection
of tips and tools to live an empowered and multi-color life. For all
those who are ready to shift their relationships, parenting, business,
and sense of being, Lindy Lewis is the training expert you’re looking
for! She is an energetic and compelling speaker.

Lindy holds a Degree in
Marketing and PR from
Gonzaga University,
Washington.

BOOK LINDY
FOR SPEAKING
OPPORTUNITIES

TOPICS FOR
+ KEYNOTES + SEMINARS
+ WORKSHOPS + WEBINARS
Learn to Let Your Color Out: Move Past
Conventional Conditioning to Become the
Most Colorful You
Control the Conversations in Your Head:
The Path to Unconditional Acceptance
The Alpha Epidemic: It's About Progress
Not Perfection
Let Go of Self Criticism to Embrace
Creativity and Freedom
Get Out of the Alpha to Get Into the
Alpha: Shift from Doing to Being
Tap Into Your Superpower: The Heart
Knows Today What the Head Will
Understand Tomorrow

“I was inspired and ignited after reading
Lindy Lewis’ The Recovering Alpha
Female – Lindy’s books will definitely
help you on your healing journey.”
- JACK CANFIELD, COAUTHOR OF THE
CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL® SERIES

“To hear Lindy's story is like reading a
chapter from the life of almost everyone
I know - she gives meaning and
empowers us to overcome the
seemingly insurmountable obstacles in
our path. I feel validated and inspired
to move forward with Grace.”
- DR. BECKY MEYER,
SUPERINTENDENT, LJSD

“Lindy is an amazing teacher, guide,
personal coach, true friend, and walks
her talk. I’ve been working with her and
her format for years. I am 53, and my
life has never been better. Thank you,
Lindy, for your support, your friendship,
your sisterhood, and your wisdom.”
- DAURAY TANNAHILL,
WILDFLOWER APOTHECARY

BUY LINDY'S BOOK SERIES

CONTACT LINDY
lindy@letyourcolorout.com
(208) 255 - 8490
LindyLewis.com

